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Constructing each block, cont: 
 

Following the diagram on Page 2, sew the Blue scrap side Border 1 1/2 by 4 1/2-inch rectangles 

in place; press seams toward the border pieces. Sew the top and bottom Blue scrap Border  1 

1/2 by 6 1/2-inch rectangles in place; press toward the border. Repeat to make 4 Postage Stamp 

blocks.  

 

Erik’s tips: 
 

Some people find it difficult to sew such narrow pieces as 1 1/2-inch square so we decided to 

construct the center A units in strips...since there are four blocks to make, this simplified the 

process. We used 4 different scraps of each color for variety; you could use as few as two, if 

you like, or even more! If you really want variety, you could certainly cut completely different 

1 1/2-inch squares and sew them together one by one instead of using the strip piece method. 

Whichever way you chose, it is simply the layout that is important. The strip sets are slightly 

longer than the actual measurement needed in case an end needs to be squared off while cutting 

down to the 1 1/2-inch widths. The construction is the simple Nine-Patch method we have used 

so many times before. Do not worry if your blocks are not all the same and each patch is not in 

the same spot! Each block can vary. Do your very best to match the corners...careful pressing in 

opposite directions is key--make sure each strip row is pressed opposite to the row it is sewn 

against. The Courthouse Step border should give no trouble. If you find your seam allowance 

yields a smaller center A unit, simply add a wider border and trim it to size; if your seam allow-

ance is too large, think about trimming the borders of the block to the correct size. Each block 

should measure 6 1/2-inches square, unfinished.  Refer to our on-line tutorial and photos if you 

need help. 

 

Notes about our Postage Stamp Blocks: 
 

The simple Postage Stamp block has its roots in American quilt making of the 1930’s (N Page, 

1934; C Hall 1935). Although generally set on the diagonal, it is also found straight-set as in 

ours. The important idea being made from all small, or very small, same-sized squares, hence 

the name ‘postage stamp’...resembling in size and shape to the humble stamp used to send a let-

ter or postcard. Benjamin Franklin himself having been honored so many times on a stamp! 
  

When considering this block, we thought it best to let the design speak for itself--just simple 

small ‘stamps’ that would make the block quick to recognize, so we used the classic block with-

out modification. The border was added to make the block easier to make and more forgiving if 

there should be discrepancies in the seam allowances, especially since there are so many seams 

within the center A unit. We hope you have fun making this timeless block.  
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